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Chapterr  2 

Constraintt Solving 

Thiss chapter introduces the subject of constraint solving. The results in this 
thesiss apply to one particular approach to constraint solving, namely branch-
and-propagateand-propagate search. We give a precise definition of this approach, and argue 
thatt it is desirable to be able to compose constraint solvers from components for 
differentt techniques, heuristics and other aspects of constraint solving. With this, 
wee provide the main justification for the work reported in this thesis. 

2.11 Introductio n 

Constraintt solving deals with finding solutions to constraint satisfaction prob-
lemslems (CSPs). It refers to the techniques that enable constraint programming, 
aa branch of declarative programming where instead of implementing an algorithm, 
thee programmer models the problem as a CSP, and uses a constraint solver to 
constructt a solution. Constraint solving applies to combinatorial (optimization) 
problems,, and many examples of successful applications exist, including schedul-
ingg [BLPN01, HenOl], analysis of nonlinear functions [HMD97], and testing of 
digitall  circuits [VHSD92]. 

Informally,, a CSP consists of a set of variables, each with an associated do-
main,main, plus a set of constraints. The domains are sets of possible values for the 
variables.. Each constraint is defined on a subset of the variables, and restricts 
somehoww the combinations of values that can be assigned to these variables. Con-
straintt solving comes down to finding an assignment of values to variables that 
violatess none of the restrictions imposed by the constraints. Constraints appear 
inn various forms. They can be defined by explicitly enumerating allowed or dis-
allowedd combinations of values for the variables, but in most cases, the domains 
havee some structure, and a more compact notation, such as a mathematical equa-
tion,, can be used. 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 contains the definitions re-
latedd to constraint solving that we will use throughout the thesis. Section 2.3 
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introducess branch-and-propagate search. In Section 2.4 we illustrate the need for 
aa configurable constraint solver. 

2.22 Definitions 

Inn this section we define what we mean by constraint solving. This involves a def-
initionn of constraint satisfaction problems that conforms largely to the standard 
definitionss as they are used, for example, in [Apt-03]. Also we will introduce two 
notionss of local consistency of CSPs that are widely used in the literature: arc 
consistencyy and hull consistency. For modeling the solving process we introduce 
thee notion of a domain type, and we will define a number of standard domain 
typess that will be used throughout this thesis. Domain types provide a context for 
thee solving process. We will call the combination of a CSP and a solving context 
ann extended CSP. Such combinations are essential to the model of constraint 
solvingg that this thesis is based on. 

2.2.11 Sequences and Schemes 

Severall  definitions used throughout this thesis rely on the notion of a sequence, 
whichh is an ordered multiset. We consider only finite sequences, and for a sequence 
off  length n we use the notation (ei , . . ., en). Tuples are finite sequences that are 
ann element of a specific Cartesian product of sets. To simplify the notation, when 
itt does not lead to confusion we will omit the angular brackets. 

Ann n-scheme is a subsequence of 1, 2 , . . ., n. Given a sequence t := e\,..., en 

andd an n-scheme s := z1 ;. . ., ij , let t[s]  denote the sequence e^, . . ., ein which is 
calledd the subsequence of t with scheme s. Sequences of length one are identified 
withh the element that they contain, so for 1 < i < n we have t[i]  — (e*) = e,. 

Somee notation: for a sequence A of length n, a sequence B of length 1, and 
aa binary relation symbol r. we use ArB as shorthand for A[l]rZ?[l],... . A[n]r£?[l]. 

2.2.22 Constraint Satisfaction Problem 

Considerr a sequence of variables X := X\,. ...xn that have respective domains 
DiDi  Dn associated with them. By a constraint C on X we mean a subset 
off  Di x . .. x Dn. The number n is the arity of the constraint. 

AA  constraint satisfaction problem consists of a finite sequence of variables 
XX :=  X] , . . ., xn with respective domains V :=  Di,..., Dn, together with a finite 
sett C of constraints, each on a subsequence of X. The scheme of this subsequence 
iss the scheme of the constraint. We use the following notation for CSPs. 

(C;; Xl e £>!,...,xn £ Dn). (2.1) 

Insteadd of explicitly specifying the set of allowable tuples, we will often use an 
implicitt specification of constraints, such as a mathematical equation. 
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2.2.1.. EXAMPLE. Consider the following CSP. 

(x(x <y, y^z; x,y,ze {1,2,3}) 

Thee constraint x < y denotes the subset {(1,2), (1,3), (2,3)}  of Dx x Dy. Its 
schemee is the sequence 1,2, identifying the first two elements of X :=  x,y,z. 
Accordingg to the notation introduced above, x,y,z € {1,2,3}  is shorthand for 
zz € {1,2,3}, j / e {1,2,3}, * € {1,2,3}. D 

Byy a solution to a CSP of the form (2.1) we mean an element d of Di x . .. x Dn 

suchh that for each constraint C E C with scheme s we have d[s] E C. We call a 
CSPP consistent if it has a solution, and inconsistent otherwise. Two CSPs 
withh the same sequence of variables are called equivalent if they have the same 
sett of solutions. 

Further,, given a CSP of the form (2.1), a sequence V' :=  D[,... ,D'n having 
D[D[  C Di, for 1 < i < n, and a constraint C e C with scheme s :=  iu...Ji, 
lett C[V[s\]  denote C (1 D'h x ... x D'  ̂ the projection of V'[s] on C. C[V) 
denotess the set of constraints obtained by replacing every constraint C in C with 
thee projection C[D'[s]], where s is the scheme of C. Projections of domains 
onn constraints are needed to maintain the property that constraints are subsets 
off  Cartesian products of domains, when transforming CSPs by modifying their 
domains.. They are seldom needed, because we mostly use implicit constraints as 
inn Example 2.2.1. 

2.2.33 Local Consistency 

InIn addition to the distinction between consistent and inconsistent CSPs, several 
otherr notions of consistency of CSPs are commonly used. They are called local 
consistencyconsistency notions, and in a CSP that complies to a local consistency notion, 
somee values that do not contribute to any solution have been removed from the 
domainss of variables. The various local consistency notions differ in the extent 
too which such values are absent. It is convenient to introduce a local consistency 
notionn at this stage. 

Considerr a CSP P of the form (2.1), and a binary constraint C G C on variables 
xx and y. The constraint C is called arc consistent if 

 for every a e Dx there is a value b € Dy such that (a,b) € C, and 

 for every b € Dy there is a value a e Dx such that (a, b) € C. 

PP is called arc consistent if every binary constraint in C is arc consistent. 
Thee following examples demonstrate that arc consistency does not imply con-

sistency,, and vice versa. This is true for local consistency in general. 
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2.2.2.. EXAMPLE. The inconsistent CSP 

(x^y,y^z-(x^y,y^z- x,y,ze {0,1} ) 

iss arc consistent: for both disequality constraints, all values in the domains of the 
variabless that it applies to occur in a tuple allowed by that constraint. Conversely, 
Thee consistent CSP of Example 2.2.1 is not arc consistent: the value 3 in the 
domainn of x does not occur in any of the tuples (x,y) € {(1,2), (1,3), {2,3)} 
allowedd by the constraint x < y, nor does the value 1 in the domain oft/. However, 
thiss CSP can be transformed into an arc consistent CSP by removing these values 
fromm their respective domains. This yields the CSP 

(x<y,(x<y, y^z- : re { l , 2 } , ye {2 ,3 } , z€ { l , 2 ,3 } ) 

whichh is equivalent to the original CSP. n 

Arcc consistency, which was introduced by Mackworth [Mac77], applies to binary 
constraintss only. Its generalization to arbitrary constraints is called hyper-arc 
consistency. consistency. 

2.2.44 Domain Type 

Wee will regard constraint solving as a process that performs a series of transfor-
mationss on CSPs. Example 2.2.2 already demonstrated one such transformation. 
Inn principle, these transformations may affect the set of constraints, but in most 
casess that we consider, the transformations change only the domains of the vari-
ables.. To model this process, we introduce the notion of a domain type. A 
domainn type is the set of all domains that can possibly be associated with a 
particularr variable during the solving process. 

Ideally,, for a CSP of the form (2.1) and 1 < i < n, we would like to be 
ablee to use P(A), the set of all subsets of A as a domain type. For finite D{ 

thiss is possible, but the cost of maintaining the data structures to represent such 
domainss in a constraint solver can be high, and using P(A) may not be the most 
efficientt choice. 

Moreover,, if D{ is a set of real numbers, using V{Di) is generally not possible 
becausee most real numbers cannot be represented inside a computer. Instead 
wee have at our disposal a set of binary floating-point numbers. This set of 
floating-pointfloating-point numbers is a finite subset of H, and in general the only feasible 
representationn of a real number that is not a floating-point number is an inter-
valval that contains this number, and whose bounds are consecutive floating-point 
numberss of a certain precision. By consecutive floating-point numbers we 
meann two floating-point numbers a < 6, such that we do not have at our disposal 
aa floating-point number c for which a < c < b. Finite Dt C 1R can be represented 
ass finite sets of such intervals, but in practice, the smallest interval that contains 
DiDi  is used. 
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Domainn types provide a level of abstraction that allows us to model constraint 
solvingg on finite domains, interval domains, and other domains in a uniform way. 
Exampless of similar notions that are used in the literature are the approximate 
domainsdomains of Benhamou [Ben96], the subdefinite extensions of Telerman and 
Ushakovv [TU96], and the collections of subsets based on a domain of Monfroy 
[MonOOa].. Borrowing from these, we will use the following definition. 

2.2.3.. DEFINITION. A domain type T is a set of sets that is partially ordered 
withh respect to set inclusion, and has the following properties: 

 there is a largest element, denoted by T T that is a superset of all elements, 

 it contains the empty set 0, 

 it is closed under intersection, and 

 set inclusion is a well-founded relation over T. D 

Thee last property of this definition is due to [Ben96]. As a result of it, our 
domainn types are specific forms of acceptable approximate domains, intro-
ducedd in that reference. They are specific in the sense that they contain the 
emptyy set. Recall that a well-founded relation over a set T is a partial order re-
lationn R such that every non-empty subset of T has an i?-minimal element. This 
ensuress that domain types do not contain any infinite decreasing sequences of ele-
ments.. Because computer memory is finite, implementations of domain types will 
bee implementations of finite domain types, and these correspond to subdefinite 
extensionss of their largest element [TU96]. 

2.2.4.. EXAMPLE. The set consisting of J2?, and all finite subsets of ZZ is a domain 
type.. The set of all sets of integers is not a domain type: it is a superset of the 
sett {{x E 2Z \ x > 1} \ I € ZZ}, which does not have a least element with respect 
too set inclusion. D 

Duringg the solving process, we may be able to associate a new set of allowable 
valuesvalues with a variable. Instead of this set, we will use its representation in a 
particularr domain type, which is defined as follows. 

2.2.5.. DEFINITION. Given a domain type T and a set D C TT , let T(D) denote 
thee smallest element of T that is a superset of D. T(D) is called the represen-
tationtation of D in T. D 

2.2.6.. EXAMPLE. Let T denote the domain type containing the following 11 
domains. . 

{1,2,3,4,5,6,7} } 

{1,2,3,4,5}}  {3,4,5,6,7} 

{1}}  {1,2,3}  {3}  {3,4,5}  {5}  {5,6,7}  {7} 

0 0 
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Thee set {2,4}  is not in T, so its representation T({2.4} ) = {1.2,3,4,5}  is a 
properr superset of it. Only subsets of TT = {1, 2,3,4,5,6, 7}  have a representa-
tionn in T, so T({7,8} ) does not exist.

Thee elements of a domain type that are representations of singleton sets play 
aa special role in the solving process. These are called canonical domains, and are 
definedd as follows. 

2.2.7.. DEFINITION. For a domain type T we define 

LTJ:={T({x})|x€T T} . . 

Thee elements of [T\ are called the canonical domains of T.

2.2.8.. EXAMPLE. The canonical domains of the domain type T of Example 2.2.6 
aree {1} , {1,2,3}, {3} , {3,4,5}, {5} . {5,6,7}, and {7} .

InIn addition to some special purpose domain types, we will mainly be concerned 
withh the four standard types defined below. 

2.2.9.. DEFINITION. Let IR°° denote IRU {-oo, oo}, the set of reals augmented 
withh the symbols for plus and minus infinity. We define -oo < oo, and x < oo 
andd x > -oo for all x 6 IR. F denotes a finite subset of B00 that contains -oo 
andd oo, and is used to model a set of floating-point numbers of unspecified, but 
fixedfixed precision. For a, b € IR°°, let [a, b] denote the set {x € IR | a < x < &} , and 
forr two integers a and ft, let [a..b] denote the set {i  E ZZ | a < i < b}, 

 B denotes the domain type {{true, false}, {true} , {false}, 0}, containing the 
domainss for Boolean variables. 

 Z denotes the domain type containing ZZ and all finite sets of integers, 
includingg 0. 

 J denotes the domain type containing S, 0, and all intervals [a..b] with 
a,ba,b G ZZ and a < b. Elements of J are called integer intervals. 

 T denotes the domain type that consists of 0 and all intervals [a, 6], where 
a,, b € F and a < b. Elements of T are called floating-point intervals. 

D D 

VariablesVariables with domain type Z are usually called finite domains variables. Note 
thatt IR G T. and that IcZ. and [1\ = \Z\ = {{x}  | x e ZZ). 

Domainn type T is used for solving constraints on the reals. It is similar to the 
domainn type of Example 2.2.6. in the sense that some of the domains overlap just 
onn their bounds. The set of canonical intervals [^J contains a singleton set 
forr each of the elements o f F - { - o o , o c } , and an interval representation for all 
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otherr real numbers. The representation of a set of real numbers is usually called 
thee hull of this set, and to conform our notation, for D C B, we define 

hull(D)) := . 

Ass an example, — ^ j , - ^ ^ F (no binary floating-point representation exists for 
thesee values), so hull([-^ , —]) is the interval [a, b] with a = max({:r £ W \ x < 
~YQ})~YQ}) and b = min({x eW \x > ^ } ) . 

Constraintss on the reals are the topic of Section 4.5, but it is convenient at this 
pointt to introduce hull consistency, a local consistency notion that is specific to 
thesee constraints. This definition can be found in many publications concerning 
constraintss on the reals, see for example [CDR99, BGGP99, BMVH94], 

AA constraint C € Mn is hull consistent if for all 1 < i < n, 

DiDi  = \\u\\{{xi e JR\ 3x! e Di,...,xt-i E A - i , xi+l  € Di+U ...,xn G Dn 

forr which (xu ..., xn) € C}). 

AA CSP of the form (2.1) is hull consistent if all constraints C £ C are hull 
consistent. . 

Ass the following example demonstrates, hull consistency is an approximation 
off  hyper-arc consistency that deals both with the fact that we represent domains 
byy intervals, and with the imprecision inherent to computing with floating-point 
numbers. . 

2.2.10.. EXAMPLE. Let a = max({:r e F | x < - ^ } ) and b = m\n({x e F | x> 
i } ) .. The CSP 

<100z22 = l ; i eh u l l ( { - i , i } ) > 

iss hull consistent, x — — ̂  and x —  ̂ are the only solutions, but domain type 
TT does not provide the means to represent the information that 0, or any of the 
otherr values in [a, —^) U (-JQ, JQ) U (jQ,b] does not contribute to a solution. D 

2.2.55 Extended CSP, Solved Form 

Domainn types specify what domains can be associated with the variables of a CSP 
duringg the solving process. The canonical domains and the empty set play special 
roles:: if an equivalence preserving transformation changes the domainn of a variable 
intoo the empty set, the CSP that we are trying to solve is inconsistent. Conversely, 
iff  all domains are singleton sets, while the CSP conforms to a notion of consistency 
thatt ensures that no constraint is violated, the values in these singleton sets 
constitutee a solution to the CSP. For singleton domains, all practicable notions of 
locall  consistency have this property, but for constraints on the reals, the domain 
typee may not support a precise representation of the solution. In this case, the 
bestt we can get is a sequence of canonical intervals for which the CSP conforms 
too some notion of local consistency, such as hull consistency, which generally does 
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nott imply consistency. In either case, when we reach canonical domains and 
locall  consistency, constraint solving is finished in the sense that the maximum 
precisionn allowed by the domain type has been reached. If we are not sure about 
consistency,, other methods must be applied. 

Soo constraint solving based on local consistency enforcing ends at canonical 
domains,, but in some cases we are not interested in canonical domains for each of 
thee variables. For example, a variable may have been introduced just to represent 
ann intermediary result of a calculation, or the precision of the canonical intervals 
mayy be higher than what is needed, and CPU time can be saved by accepting 
domainss of a lower precision. To specify such requirements, in addition to a 
domainn type, we associate with every variable a set of final, or acceptable domains. 

2.2.11.. DEFINITION. A set of domains A C T qualifies as a set of final do-
mainsmains of domain type T if it has the following properties: 

 The empty set is not a final domain, i.e., 0 ^ A. 

 All canonical domains are final domains, i.e., \T\ C A. 

 All non-empty subsets of final domains are final domains, insofar as they 
aree elements of the corresponding domain type, i.e., 

forr all DeA, {V{D) n T) - {0}  C A.

Wee will be using three specific sets of final domains: 

 In general we will use A = [T\ f° r aU variables. For integers and Booleans, 
thiss entails that constraint solving yields solutions to CSPs. For constraint 
solvingg on the reals its yields a sequence of canonical domains for which the 
CSPP complies to some notion of local consistency, as explained above. 

 Alternatively, for constraints on the reals we may be interested in a limited 
precisionn e only. In this case we use the set 

A=A= [F\U{[a,b]  € J F | 0 < & - a < e }. 

 We will also be looking at situations where we are interested in finding 
ann assignment, or an interval of adequate precision for only some of the 
variables.. The other variables are called auxiliary variables, and for 
thesee we use A = T - {0}  to indicate that we will accept all non-empty 
domainss of the domain type. The variables for which A C T - {0}  are 
calledd decision variables. 

Wee call the combination of a CSP, and a domain type and set of final domains 
forr each of the variables an extended constraint satisfaction problem. 
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2.2.12.. DEFINITION . By an extended constraint satisfaction problem, or 

ECSPECSP we mean a structure of the form 

(C;; xx €£>! , . . . ,xn e Dn ; 7 i , . . . ,Tn ; A , - - - , A ) , (2.2) 

wheree (C ; xi € Z?i,..., xn € Dn) is a CSP, and for 1 < i < n, 

 % is a domain type, 

 Di E %, and 

 A C 7ï is a set of final domains of %. 
Ann ECSP is called consistent if the corresponding CSP is consistent, and incon-
sistentt otherwise.

Insteadd of enumerating the full sequences of domain types and sets of final 
domains,, we may use a more compact notation such as Dx, Dy, Dz € Z and 

2.2.13.. EXAMPLE. In the ECSP 

(x(x < y, y  ̂ z ; x, y, z E {0,1,2}  ; Dx, D^, Dz e Z \ Ax, Ay,Az) 

havingg Ax = [Z\, Ay = Z — {0} , and Az — [Z\, x and z are decision variables, 
andd y is an auxiliary variable. Their domains are represented by elements of the 
domainn type Z.

Duringg the solving process, the domains of the variables are drawn from their 
respectivee domain types. Instead of an ECSP that constitutes a solution, in our 
modell  of constraint solving we will be concerned with creating a solved form. 

2.2.14.. DEFINITION. Let 7 refer to a local consistency notion, e.g., 7 — arc for 
arcc consistency. An ECSP of the form (2.2) is said to be 7 consistent iff the 
correspondingg CSP (C ; X\ € D\,..., xn G Dn) is 7 consistent. The ECSP is said 
too be in 7 solved form iff 

 it is 7 consistent, and 

 Di € A , for all 1 < i < n. 

Further,, for two ECSPs 

P:=P:= (C ; xi € Du...,xn G Dn ; Tu...,Tn; A , - - - , A ) 

and d 
P':=(C'P':=(C'  ; xleD,

1,...,xneD,
n;T l,...,%; A , - . - , A > 

havingg DJ C D l v . . ,D'n C Dn, we say that 
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 P'  is a 7 solved form of P if 

-- P' is in 7 solved form, and 

-- P, with Du..., Dn substituted by D[,..., D'n and C substituted by 
thee projection C[D[,..., D'n]  is in 7 solved form. 

 P' is a subproblem of P if every 7 solved form of P' is also a 7 solved 
formm of P. 

 P' is a proper subproblem of P if 

-- P' is a subproblem of P, and 

-- D[ C A , for some 1 < i < n. D 

Thee definition of a subproblem can be extended to allow that subproblems 
havee more variables than the ECSP that they are subproblems of. Because this 
leadss to infinite sets of subproblems, and we do not need this facility to model 
ourr solving process, we have deliberately restricted the subproblem relation to 
ECSPss with equal numbers of variables. The modified constraints C' are needed 
becausee constraints are defined as subsets of Cartesian products of domains. 

2.2.15.. EXAMPLE. The ECSP 

<100x22 = 1 ; x e hull({-£ ,  DxeF; Ax = [?\) 

iss hull consistent, but is not in hull solved form because Dx £ Ax = [F\
Thee ECSP 

(x<y,(x<y, y^z; x = 0, y G {1,2} , z = 0 ; Dx,Dy,Dz£Z ; Ax,Ay, Az) 

withh AX,AZ — \_Z\ and Ay = Z — {0}  is in arc solved form, because it is 
arcc consistent, while the domains of all decision variables are elements of the 
correspondingg sets of final domains. It is also a proper subproblem and arc solved 
formm of the ECSP of Example 2.2.13. Note that we use x — c as shorthand for 
xx 6 {c} . D 

Ass we mentioned before, for integer and Boolean variables, all practicable 
consistencyy notions have the property that an inconsistent assignment of values 
too variables leads to a failed ECSP. A solved form corresponds to a solution of 
thee original CSP, and the solving process is sound. 

Forr constraints on the reals, using T as a domain type, this is not the case. In 
general,, proving the presence or absence of a solution in a solved form is difficult. 
Thee constraint solving process is complete, though, and the best that can be 
expectedd is a set of solved forms whose domains are guaranteed to contain all 
solutionss to the original, real valued problem. 

Withh integer or Boolean variables and in the absence of auxiliary variables, 
thee notions of a solution and a solved form coincide. If the distinction is not 
important,, we will sometimes use the term "solution'' also for solved forms. 
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2.2.66 Constraint Solvers 

Wee can now give a precise definition of constraint solving, as we wil l use it in this 
thesis.. Given 

 a C SP P = (C ; Xi£Dlt...,xn£ Dn), 

 a sequence of domain types T\,... ,Tn such that for all 1 < i < n, %{Di) 
exists,, and 

 a sequence of sets of respective final domains A\,... ,*4n, 

lett PE denote the ECSP 

(C(C ; xi e 7 i (Z? i ) , . . . , xn € Tn(Dn) ; Tu...,Tn ; Ai,...,An). 

Noww by solving P we mean constructing an ECSP that is a 7 solved form of 
PE,PE, for some notion of local consistency 7. A constraint solver is any algorithm, 
procedure,, or application that works towards this goal. In particular 

AA complete constraint solver  is guaranteed to deliver any number of solved 
formss that we are interested in (notably one, or all solved forms), or all 
solvedd forms, if the number of existing solved forms is less than the number 
thatt we are interested in. 

A nn incomplete constraint solver  transforms an ECSP into a set of ECSPs 
thatt are proper subproblems of the original ECSP. The sets of solved forms 
off  these subproblems cover the set of solved forms of the original ECSP. 
Incompletee constraint solvers for which the set of subproblems always is of 
sizee one wil l play an important role in our model of constraint solving. 

AA distinct branch of constraint solving deals with solving constrained opti-
mizationmization problems (COPs). Here the goal is to find an assignment of values to 
variabless that satisfies all constraints and in addition yields an optimal value for 
somee objective function. We wil l consider optimization as constraint solving, 
wheree every next solved form is constrained to be an improvement of the solved 
formss that have already been found (see Section 5.9.2). In this sense, by means of 
ann all-solution search a complete constraint solver is guaranteed to find the solved 
formm for which the objective function yields the optimum. We wil l be looking at 
optimizationn only in the context of integer domain types. The standard reference 
forr optimization in presence of constraints on the reals is Numerica [HMD97]. 

2.33 Branch-and-Propagate Search 

Generally,, constraint solving comes down to a systematic exploration of all pos-
siblee assignments of values to variables by means of a tree search algorithm. At 
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x,y,zx,y,z 6 {0,1,2} 

x<y,x<y, y + z 

xexe {0.1} , ye {1.2} . 26 {0.1.2} 

xx = 0. ye {1.2} . z€ {0,1,2}  £ = 1. y G {1.2} , z 6 {0.1.2} 

gg < y-

x=x= 1. y = 2, z e {0.1} 

Figuree 2.1: An illustration of branch-and-propagate constraint solving 

everyy node of the search tree we try to reduce the remaining search space by 
removingg values from the variable domains that wil l not contribute to any solu-
tion.. This is called pruning the search tree, and the pruning techniques that are 
appliedd in constraint solving are referred to as constraint propagation. These 
techniquess enforce some form of local consistency on the subproblems represented 
byy the nodes of the search tree. In many cases, the time saved by the reduced 
searchh space significantly outweighs the time spent on constraint propagation. 

Too illustrate constraint solving by branch-and-propagate search, consider the 
CSP P 

(x<y,(x<y, y^z; x,y,z£ {0,1.2} ) 

Wee deal with integer domains, and all variables are decision variables, so no 
explicitt reference to the ECSP is necessary. Before we do any search, we can 
alreadyy use the constraint x < y and remove the value 2 from the domain of x: 
theree is no value in the domain of the other variable involved in the constraint. 
y,y, that would make this constraint true for x = 2. Similarly, we can remove the 
valuee 0 from the domain of y. At that point the CSP is arc consistent, and we 
cannott reduce the problem any further by using the individual constraints, so we 
proceedd by branching (see Figure 2.1). In the left branch we assume x = 0, and 
inn the right branch we assume x = 1. Suppose now that search continues along 
thee right branch. Here we can propagate the constraint x < y again, and remove 
thee value 1 from the domain of y. This effectively fixes the value of y, and now 
wee can also use the constraint y ^ z to remove the value 2 from the domain of z, 
becausee for z = 2 we would no longer be able to satisfy the constraint y  ̂ z. After 
thiss we reach arc consistency again, and we proceed by branching. Depending on 
whetherr we are interested in one solution or in all solutions, eventually we would 
alsoo have to explore the branch x = 0. 
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2.3.11 Constraint Propagation 
Domainn Reduction Functions 

Thee constraint propagation phase is usually implemented by repeated application 
off  a number of reduction operators. In principle these operators can modify 
thee set of constraints as well, and they could even be defined to add or remove 
variables,, but we will mostly be concerned with reduction operators that modify 
thee domains of variables. Such operators can be represented as functions on 
domainn types. 

2.3.1.. DEFINITION. For an ECSP of the form (2.2) a domain reduction func-
tiontion (DRF) with input scheme s := i\,..., ii  and output scheme t :=  j \ , . . . , j m 

iss a function 
f:Tf:Tilil x...xTx...xTilil ^T^Tjljl x...xTx...xTjm jm 

wheree s and t are both n-schemes. 
Applicationn of ƒ transforms the sequence of domains D\,..., Dn into the se-

quencee D[..., D'n such that 

(D'(D'hh,...,D',...,D'jjJ=f(DJ=f(D ilil ,...,D,...,Dilil ) ) 

andd D\ = Di if i does not occur in scheme t. 
Wee denote this transformation by 

{D[,...,D'{D[,...,D' nn)=r(D)=r(D uu...,D...,Dnn) ) 

and d 
ff++  :V1x...xVn-+V1x...xVn 

iss called the domains extension of ƒ. Applying it transforms an ECSP 

PP :=  (C ; xi e Dlt...,xn € Dn ; Vu...,Vn; Ai,...,An), 

into o 
P'P' :={C'  xi£&x,...,xnziyn; P i , . . . ,2?n ; Ax,...,An), 

wheree C' is the projection C[D[,..., D'n]. D 

Thee notion of a domains extension unifies the domains and codomains of all DRFs 
onn a given ECSP. This allows us to treat the DRFs as univariate functions on 
ECSPs.. Local consistency enforcing can now be described as the computation of 
aa common fixed point of the domains extensions of DRFs. 

2.3.2.. EXAMPLE. Consider an ECSP with variables x, y, z and domains Dx, Dy, 
DDzz e Z. The DRF fNE : % x % -+ % x Tz, having fNE{Dy,Dz) = (D'y,D't), 
with h 

DD,,== [D[D yy-D-Dzz xïDz = {z] D,={D Z-Dy \iDy = {y) 
yy \ Dy otherwise z \ Dz otherwise 
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enforcess the constraint y  ̂ z. Its domains extension is f Ê : Tx x Ty x Tz —» 
TTxxxTxTyyxx Tz. having f£E{Dx, Dv, Dz) = (D'x, D'y, D'z) with D'x = Dx, and D'y and 
D'D'zz as for fNE. 

Alternatively,, we could have used two DRFs, each updating one of the domains 
involvedd in the constraint. We demonstrate this for x < y, which is enforced by 
ILTIILTI  % x Ty -»  %, and fLT2 : Tx x Ty -» 7 ,̂ having 

hTi(DhTi(Dxx,, Dy) = {x£Dx\3yeDyx<y} 

and d 
ILT2(DILT2(DXX,, Dy) = {y£Dy\3xeDxx<y} 

Thee domains extensions of these two functions have the same signature as /^£-
Wee have f+Tl(Dx, Dy, D2) - (D'x, D'y,D'z), with ££ = fLTx{Dx,Dy), and D; = 
Dyy and Df

2 — Dz, and similarly for /^T2-
Noww the ECSP 

(x<y,(x<y, y^z ; xe Dx,y <E Dy,z£ Dz ; Dx, Dy. Dz e Z ; A - A - A> 

iss arc consistent if 

 none of the domains Dx, Dy, Dz is empty, and 

 (Dx, Dy, Dz) is a common fixed point of / j } £, /^£1, and /^£2. D 

Domainn reduction functions, and the reduction operators that they represent, can 
bee seen as an incomplete constraint solvers, as introduced in Section 2.2.6, for 
whichh the resulting set of subproblems is of size one. In general there are many 
optionss for implementing a constraint with DRFs. For more complex constraints, 
thesee will typically have a different trade-off between computation time and the 
amountt of pruning, and hence the level of consistency that is achieved. 

Alsoo the domain type is of great influence on the level of consistency. For 
examplee if we use domain type Z, values can only be removed if they happen 
too be equal to the bounds of the domain, and in general we cannot enforce arc 
consistencyy for x ^ y. 

Iteratio nn Algorith m 

Computingg the common fixed point of (the domains extensions of) a set of domain 
reductionn functions can be realized by repeated application of these functions, 
untill  none of them is able to reduce the domains any further. AC-1, the basic 
algorithmm for computing arc consistency does just that: it keeps applying all 
domainn reduction functions in sequence until a full sequence passes in which no 
domainss are updated. 

Inn order to reduce the number of DRFs that are applied, more advanced al-
gorithmss use the schemes of the DRFs, and information on updated variable do-
mainss to maintain a bookkeeping of functions that still need to be applied before 
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wee can be sure to have computed a common fixed point. Many such algorithms 
cann be described as instantiations of generic iteration algorithms [Apt99, Gen02]. 
Differentt instantiations exploit various properties of domain reduction functions. 

Forr expressing the properties that are of interest to us, consider the partially 
orderedd set (X>, C), where V is a set of ECSPs on the same variables, and P C P' 
denotess that P' is a subproblem of P. We now have the following properties. 

 If all DRFs correspond to inflationary functions on (V, C.), and V does not 
containn infinite increasing sequences, then the generic iteration algorithm 
iss guaranteed to terminate [Gen02]. 

 If all DRFs correspond to monotonie functions on {£>, C), then any termi-
natingg execution of the generic iteration algorithm computes the same fixed 
pointt of these functions: the least common fixed point [Apt99]. 

Recalll  that a function ƒ on {T>, C) is called inflationary if P C f(P) for all 
PP € P, and that ƒ is called monotonie if P C Q implies f(P) C f(Q) for all 
P,QP,Q e V. An infinite increasing sequence Pl 5 P2 , . .. of elements of V has the 
propertyy that for all i > 1, Pt Q Pi+1 and P{ ^ Pi +1. In our case, absense of 
suchh sequences (the ascending chain condition of [Gen02]) follows from the 
propertyy that set inclusion is a well-founded relation over any domain type. 

InIn this thesis we will mostly be working with Algorithm 2.1, having 

update(F,update(F, D, D') :=  { g € F j there exists an element i in the input 
schemee of g for which D[i]  ^ D'[i]  } 

Thee resulting algorithm is equal to the C DA algorithm [MonOOa], except for the 
usee of the failed flag (a common extension, see e.g., [AB03]). It is also a restriction 
off  the generic iteration algorithm for compound domains (CD, [Apt99]). The 
restrictionn is the use of the intersection for updating the domains: D'[t]  := D[t}C\ 
f(D[s]).f(D[s]).  Here we use D[t]C\  f(D[s])  as a shorthand for the sequence 

D[tD[t 11]nf(D[s]M...,D[t]nf(D[s]M...,D[t nn}nf(D[s])[nl }nf(D[s])[nl 

wheree n is the length of the output scheme t. This restriction ensures that 
applicationn of the DRF is inflationary, and that the algorithm terminates. If the 
DRFss are monotonie, which is often the case, the order of their application has 
noo influence on the computed result, and we have complete freedom to implement 
theirr scheduling by means of an appropriate select function. 

Thee set G of Algorithm 2.1 contains those DRFs for which we cannot yet be 
suree to have computed a fixed point. In principle, every function needs to be 
appliedd at least once, so initially, G equals the set of all DRFs F. However, if 
wee start from a CSP that is already a common fixed point of the functions in 
F,, except for some minor changes due to branching, efficiency of the propagation 
phasee can be improved by initializing G with only those functions that are affected 
byy the branching. This is exploited in our implementation, but here we define 
onlyy the basic solving algorithms. 
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parameters::  function choose, 
functionn update. 

input ::  domains D\,..., Dn, 
aa set F of DRFs, 

output ::  domains D\,..., Dn. 

D:=DD:=D uu...,D...,Dn n 

D'D' :=  D 
G:=F G:=F 
failedfailed :=  false 
whilee G  ̂ 0 and ->failed 

choosechoose ƒ G G. Let s and t be the input scheme resp. output scheme of ƒ 
G:=G-G:=G- {  ƒ } 
D'[t}:=D[t}nf(D[s\) D'[t}:=D[t}nf(D[s\) 
GG := G U update{F, D, D') 
D[t]D[t]  := D'[t] 
iff  there exists an element i in i for which Z)[i] = 0 
then n 

failedfailed := true 
end d 

end d 

Algorithmm 2.1: Constraint propagation 
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2.3.22 Search 

Wee use an additional operator to model the branching step of the branch-and-
propagatee search. Such an operator can be seen as incomplete constraint solver 
forr which the set of resulting subproblems always contains at least two elements. 
Ass we pointed out before, we restrict ourselves to branching on the domains. In 
thatt case, the branching operator can be expressed as a function on domain types 
ass well. 

2.3.3.. DEFINITION. For an ECSP of the form (2.2) a domain branching func-
tiontion is a partial function 

ƒƒ : 7Ï x . .. x Tn - V{Z x . .. x Tn) 

suchh that if {Du..., Dn) e T\ x . .. x Tn has the property that 

 none of the domains Di is empty, and 

 at least one of the domains is not a final domain, 

then n 
{D[{D[  x . .. xD'n | (D[,...,D'n) € / ( f l i , . . .,£>„)} 

iss both a proper covering and a minimal covering of Di x . .. x Dn.

Recalll  that a covering of a set X is a set of subsets of X, whose union equals 
X.X. A proper covering of X does not contain X, and a covering is a minimal 
coveringg if the omission of any element would destroy the covering property. 

2.3.4.. EXAMPLE. The function ƒ : Zn -»  V{Zn) having 

f(Df(Duu,..,D,..,Dnn)) = {(Du...,Dj_l,{x},Dj+u...,Dn)\xeDj} 

withh j — min({z' | 1 < i < n, \Di\ > 1}) is a domain branching function for an 
ECSPP of the form (2.2) with % = Z and Ai = \Z\, for 1 < i < n. U 

AA straightforward branching strategy, which is also used in the previous ex-
ample,, is to split the domain of a single variable into a number of subdomains, 
andd to keep the other domains unchanged. In this case, the two primary aspects 
off  a domain branching function are: 

 which variable to select, and 

 how to construct the subdomains for that variable. 
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chronological l 

fail-first t 

fail-last t 
roundd robin 

thee variables are in some explicit order, and the first variable 
XiXi in this order whose domain Di is not yet in Ai is selected. 
selectss a variable with the largest domain size. Used primarily 
withh domain type Z. 
thee opposite of the previous strategy. 
selectss the variable Xi whose domain Di is not in At that has 
leastt recently been selected 

Tablee 2.1: Variable selection strategies 

enumeration n 

L/R-enumeration n 

bisection n 

usedd primarily with domain types Z and B: a subdomain 
off  size 1 is created for each of the values in the original 
domain. . 
usedd with domain types Z and J: the domain is split into 
twoo subdomains. One is a singleton set containing a spe-
cificc value, and the other is the original domain minus the 
selectedd element. Obvious candidates for the selection are 
thee leftmost and rightmost elements. 
usedd primarily with domain types J and T. The interval 
domainn is split in two intervals of equal width. 

Tablee 2.2: Value selection strategies; see also Figure 4.2 on page 70 

Wee will call these aspects the variable selection strategy, and the value 
selectionselection strategy, respectively. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 list the general-purpose 
variablee and value selection strategies that are used in this thesis. The domain 
branchingg function of Example 2.3.4 uses a chronological variable selection strat-
egy,, and enumeration as a value selection strategy. In addition to these general-
purposee strategies, specialized variable selection strategies are used in Section 4.4 
andd Chapter 6, but we implemented these strategies by manipulating domain 
sizes,, and use one of the standard strategies for the actual selection. 

Thee branch-and-propagate search process can now be specified as in Algo-
rithmm 2.2. The set F of this algorithm is called the search frontier [Per99]. 
Itt contains the sequences of domains for all subproblems that still need to be 
explored.. These subproblems are nodes of the search tree. Initially the search 
frontierr contains just the original problem. 

propagate(Dpropagate(Dww,, R) applies the domain reduction functions in R to the domains 
inn Dw, the node of the search treee (world) that was selected for further exploration. 
Forr propagate we can use an instance of Algorithm 2.1. 

failedfailed and final are predicates on sequences of domains: 

failed{(Dfailed{(Duu . . .. Dn)) is false iff D:  ̂ 0 Dn  ̂ 0, 

final({Dfinal({D uu........ Dn}) is true iff D, G Ai, ....Dne A, 
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parameters:: function select, 
functionn propagate. 

input:: anECSP P :=  (C ; Zj <E Du  ,xn e Dn ; Tu...,Tn; A , . . . , A ) , 
aa domain branching function ƒ, 
aa set R of domain reduction functions, 

output:: a set S of sequences of domains such that for all (D[,..., D'n) € 5, 

(C[D\,...,D'(C[D\,...,D'nn}-}-  x , G ö ; , . . .A e D : ; Tu...,Tn\ Au-..,An) 

iss a 7 solved form of P, where 7 is the notion of consistency enforced 
forr the constraints in C by propagate and R. 

FF :={<!>!,.. . ,£>„)} 
S:=0 0 
whilee F / 0 do 

FF := F - {Dw} 
LyLyww :=  propagate(Dw, R) 
iff  -^failed{D'w) 
then n 

iff  final(D'J 
then n 

S : = S U { L U U 
else e 

F : = F U / ( FO O 
end d 

end d 
end d 

Algorithmm 2.2: Branch-and-propagate search 
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Thesee predicates characterize a node either as a solution, failure, or internal 
nodee of the search tree. If after constraint propagation all domains are in their 
respectivee set of final domains, the final predicate holds, and the node is consid-
eredd to be a solution node. Solution nodes constitute solved forms. If constraint 
propagationn voids the domain of one or more variables, then the failed predicate 
holds,, which characterizes the node as a failure. Note that failed and final are 
mutuallyy exclusive. Nodes that are neither failures nor final (solutions) are called 
internall  nodes. 

Internall  nodes are expanded by applying the branching function ƒ. All nodes 
thatt are thus generated are added to the search frontier F, and the algorithm 
terminatess when F is empty, so it performs an all-solution search. The algorithm 
cann easily be modified for a first-solution search. 

AA very important aspect is still left unspecified. Selecting Dw from F de-
terminess in which subproblem of the search frontier the search algorithm will 
continuee the exploration. This is called the traversal strategy. In case of an 
all-solutionn search this may not seem important, because every node needs to 
bee visited eventually, but even then it is of great influence on the size of the 
sett F, and hence on the space complexity of the search algorithm. Two obvious 
alternativess are the following. 

 If the set F is managed as a stack, which implies that we always select one 
off  the most recent additions, the algorithm essentially performs a depth-
firstfirst  search. In this case, there is a linear relation between the number 
off  variables and the maximum number of nodes in the search frontier. If 
att every node we store the complete domains of all variables, then the 
spacee complexity of depth-first search is 0(n2d), where n is the number of 
variables,, and d is a bound on the size of the domains. 

 Managing the set F as a queue, selecting always one of the oldest additions, 
resultss in a breadth-first search. In this case, the maximum size of the 
searchh frontier is exponential in the number of variables, leading to a space 
complexityy of 0((nd)n). 

Apartt from the size of the search frontier, the traversal strategy is important 
iff  we are interested in only a limited number of solutions. In that case, using 
aa good heuristic may bring the algorithm to these solutions faster, or at least 
improvee the probability that this will happen. The same applies to optimization, 
wheree we do need to explore the full search space, but where some heuristics 
mayy discover good suboptimal solutions earlier than others, which will lead to a 
strongerr pruning of the search tree. 

InIn this thesis, depth-first search is the default traversal strategy, but alterna-
tivess are discussed in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.3. 
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2.44 Composing Constraint Solvers 

Inn the introduction we indicated that there are various approaches to constraint 
solving.. For some classes of CSPs there exist efficient methods that exploit prop-
ertiess of these problems, such as all constraints being linear, and if completeness 
iss not important, local search may give a reasonably good solution quickly. In 
thiss thesis we deal with a specific approach to constraint solving, namely branch-
and-propagatee search, but even if we limit ourselves to this particular approach 
wee have many options for various aspects such as how to build the search tree, 
howw to explore it, what level of consistency to enforce, etc. 

Too a large extent, the deployment of constraint solving consist of determining 
thee right combination of approaches, algorithms, and heuristics. For this reason, 
constraintt systems must allow us to explore alternative combinations of solving 
techniques.. Without assuming any level of granularity, we will refer to realizing 
suchh combinations as solver composition. Many techniques have successfully 
beenn used in specific domains to build practical constraint programming tools, 
butt in most cases the facilities for solver composition are limited to a small set 
off  built-in alternatives, for only some aspects of constraint solving, and a major 
challengee in this field is how to achieve a combination of various existing methods 
andd techniques in a single framework. In this section we will look at composite 
solverss that are described in the literature. 

2.4.11 Combining Propagation Operators 

InIn many cases, the best known approach to solving a certain class of CSPs involves 
aa combination of several constraint propagation techniques that each have a set 
off  reduction operators. In this section we will look at a number of examples of 
suchh combinations. 

Subsumingg Forms of Consistency 

Reductionn operators for stronger forms of local consistency are usually more 
computation-intensivee than reduction operators for weaker forms of consistency. 
Forr certain strong forms of consistency it is more efficient first to compute a 
weakerr form of consistency. The stronger form subsumes the weaker form, but 
thee values that are removed as a part of computing the weaker form of consistency 
needd not be considered, at a much higher cost, by the reduction operators for the 
strongerr form. Such schemes can be explained as a combination of reduction 
operatorss for both forms of consistency. 

Ann example is singleton arc consistency (SAC, see also Section 7.6), intro-
ducedd by Debruyne and Bessière. This form of consistency entails that for every 
valuee in the domain of every variable, the CSP can still be made arc consistent if 
thatt value is assigned to the variable. The algorithm for enforcing SAC presented 
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inn [DB97] effectively tries all variable - value pairs, and enforces arc consistency 
forr each such assignment. The values for which a failure is deduced are removed 
fromm the domain of the corresponding variables. Obviously, SAC subsumes arc 
consistency,, but before entering the loop that tries all possible assignments, the 
SACC enforcing algorithm first enforces arc consistency on its argument CSP to 
reducee the number of arc consistency computations inside the loop. 

Anotherr example is the BC4 algorithm for enforcing box consistency. For 
constraintss on the reals, using jF as a domain type, the obvious approximation of 
arcc consistency is the notion of hull consistency, defined in Section 2.2.4. However, 
ass we shall see in Section 4.5, for arbitrary constraints it is difficult to compute 
hulll  consistency. The usual way around this is to decompose the user constraints 
intoo atomic constraints, for which enforcing hull consistency is easy. The dis-
advantagee of this approach is that hull consistency for the decomposed system 
iss a weaker notion of consistency than hull consistency for the original system 
[CDR99].. The problem lies in the imprecision that is caused by evaluation of 
expressionss with multiple occurrences of variables, using interval arithmetic and 
thee natural interval extension. Therefore many solvers use an intermediate form 
off  consistency, called box consistency [BMVH94] (see also Section 7.3.2). It can 
deall  with multiple occurrences of a single variable. The procedure for enforcing 
boxx consistency effectively searches in the domain of this variable for bounds that 
doo not fail the constraint, if all other domains are kept constant. Because of this 
search,, the procedure is potentially costly, and the BC4 algorithm [BGGP99] 
appliess the box consistency procedure only for projections of constraints with 
multiplee occurrences of variables, and after hull consistency is computed for the 
decomposedd constraints. The BC4 algorithm can be explained as a combination 
off  the reduction operators for hull consistency and box consistency. 

Suchh schemes can be implemented by computing a common fixed point of 
DRFss for both forms of consistency. In Algorithm 2.1, the selection of DRFs 
shouldd then exhaustively apply the DRFs for the weaker form, before applying 
anyy DRF for the stronger form. For this purpose, the CHOCO system [LabOO] uses 
aa layered propagation architecture, where operators are divided into eight layers 
off  increasing computational cost. In [SS04] a dynamic scheme is described to 
recognizee that different domain modifications may entail different computational 
costss for the same reduction operator. 

Hybri dd Forms of Consistency 

Forr single occurrences of variables, hull and box consistency are the same, and 
thee BC4 algorithm simply applies the most efficient set of reduction operators. 
Inn other cases, it may make sense to combine sets of reduction operators that 
enforcee different forms of consistency to achieve some hybrid form of consistency. 

Goodd examples of such combinations are found in constraint-based approaches 
too solving scheduling problems. Baptiste, Le Pape and Nuijten provide an overview 
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off  this area [BLPN01]. A basic solver for the job-shop scheduling problem com-
biness the forms of consistency achieved by enforcing the disjunctive constraint, 
andd by the edge finding procedure (see also Chapter 6). Job-shop scheduling 
allocatess activities to machines, and the disjunctive constraint states that if two 
activitiess require the same resource, they cannot overlap in time. Edge finding 
aimsaims at identifying activities that must execute first, or last, in a given set of 
activities.. Enforcing the disjunctive constraint and applying edge finding make 
different,, and complementary deductions. The basic solver can be described and 
implementedd as a combination of the reduction operators for the disjunctive con-
straintt and the edge finding procedure. 

2.4.22 Hybri d Solvers 

Forr many problems, a natural CSP formulation involves variables of different 
types.. Mixed integer / real problems, combinations of Boolean and numerical 
variables,, and combinations that involve more complex types like sets and multi-
setss have been reported in literature. Solvers that support multiple domain types 
aree sometimes called hybrid solvers, emphasizing that for different domain types 
different,, specialized constraint propagation methods are used. 

Forr example, RealPaver [Gra04b] supports both reals and integers, but it is 
essentiallyy a solver on the reals. Integers are implemented as real variables that 
aree constrained to have integer values. Therefore we do not consider RealPaver 
too be a hybrid solver. On the other hand, ILOG solver [IloOl] will be considered 
too be a hybrid solver, because it supports both reals and integers, and uses a 
differentt representation for both of them. 

Thee model of constraint solving introduced in this chapter is well suited for 
describingg hybrid solvers on the level of constraint propagation: every variable has 
itss own domain type, and they can be linked through DRFs of a mixed signature. 
Forr example, the DRF f:FxI-*fxT, having f{(Dr, £>A) = (D'r, D[), where 
D'D'TT := hull(A- n Dt) and D[ := [["min(A n Dr)]  .. [max(A n Dr)J], enforces the 
equalityy constraint on two variables of domain types T and X. 

Audemardd et al. [ABC+02] describe a solver for propositional formulas where 
inn addition to propositional variables and their negations, literals can be (linear) 
mathematicall  constraints. This solver can be characterized as a hybrid solver, 
whichh combines Boolean and numerical domain types. As such, it fits our model 
off  constraint solving: in principle, their solver uses the DPLL algorithm [DLL62] 
forr generating assignments of truth values to the Boolean variables, for which the 
formulaa is satisfiable from a propositional point of view. Such assignments have 
ann induced numerical problem, and a solution consists of an assignment of truth 
valuess for which the induced numerical problem is solvable. As we shall see in 
Sectionn 4.4, the DPLL algorithm can largely be expressed in the framework of 
Sectionn 2.3. 

State-of-the-artt solvers for checking satisfiability of propositional formulas 
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(calledd SAT solvers) depend on non-chronological backtracking search, in par-
ticularr on backjumping and learning (no-good recording) [LMS03]. In contrast, 
ourr framework relies heavily on constraint propagation. These are opposite ap-
proaches:: constraint propagation aims at removing values in an attempt to avoid 
failures,, while non-chronological backtracking happily works towards a failure, 
andd then deduces the reason for the failure. This information is used to prevent 
thee same failure from happening again. In Section 4.4 we will discuss the possi-
bilitiess to incorporate backjumping and no-good recording into our framework. 

2.4.33 Search 

Thee SALSA language [LC02] supports composition of strategies for tree search, 
locall  search, and hybrid forms of search that combine tree search and local search. 
Forr tree search, SALSA supports the composition of branching strategies. For 
finitee domains, for example, we may want apply a bisection branching until all 
domainss are of a certain size, and proceed by an enumeration branching from 
thatt point on. We will see an example of the composition of branching strategies 
inn SALSA in Section 6.4. 

Possibilitiess for composition of traversal strategies also exist. We already men-
tionedd that depth-first search has linear space complexity, while that of breadth-
firstt search is exponential in the number of variables. Yet it may sometimes be 
beneficiall  to perform a limited amount of breadth-first search. A possible strat-
egyy would be to search breadth-first until a certain threshold amount of memory 
hass been used. Then we switch back to depth-first search to clean up the search 
frontier,, and only when enough memory becomes available again we return to 
breath-firstt search. This can be seen as a composite traversal strategy, built from 
twoo basic strategies. 

Anotherr possibility could be to have multiple instances of the same search 
strategyy running inside a single solver. This would simulate a parallel search, and 
cann be beneficial because of the speedup anomaly, discussed in Section 8.5. 
However,, the same effect could be achieved by actually running a parallel solver, 
andd rely on the operating system for time sharing between the parallel processes 
orr threads. Moreover, the interleaved depth-first (IDS) strategy [Mes97] was 
designedd exactly to achieve this effect. But given that IDS is a useful thing to 
have,, it is desirable to be able to compose an IDS-like strategy, instead of having 
too re-program a solver for it. 

2.4.44 Solver Cooperation 

Solverr cooperation aims at combining individual solvers, in order to solve prob-
lemss more efficiently, or to be able to solve problems that none of the combined 
solverss could handle on its own. While a solver that combines a number of specific 
algorithmss could be classified as solver cooperation, and even individual reduction 
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operatorss can be seen as atomic constraint solvers, a commonly used justification 
forr research in the area of solver cooperation is that the development of new con-
straintt solvers is a time-consuming and error-prone process, and that composing 
cooperationss from pre-existing solvers will reduce the development costs of new 
constraintt solvers. For this reason we would like to reserve the term for solvers 
thatt are composed of autonomous component solvers. 

Lett us look again at the solver of Audemard et al. as an example. Intuitively, 
wee would like to think of this solver as a cooperation between a SAT solver and 
aa numerical solver. Arguably, this would be a plausible explanation if indeed the 
mathematicall  solver is invoked only after a full model for the prepositional part of 
thee formula has been constructed. However, in [ABC+02] it is demonstrated that 
thee performance improves significantly if satisfiability of the induced numerical 
problemm is verified each time the truth value of a mathematical constraint is fixed, 
ass a part of the SAT solving. For this reason, it is better to say that the numerical 
solverr is embedded in the SAT solver, comparable to the way that constraint 
propagationn is embedded in the search procedure of Algorithm 2.2. 

Thee embedded solver is used largely as a black box, but this is not the case 
forr the solver in which it is embedded. In the ideal case, we would like to be able 
too compose a solver like that of Audemard et al. from software components, but 
inn general, existing SAT solvers will not have facilities for performing checks like 
verifyingg the satisfiability of the growing induced numerical problem. 

Thiss illustrates a persistent problem with solver cooperation. Autonomous 
solverss are closed applications that run to completion, and there are few, if any, 
facilitiess for exchanging information with the environment, or for controlling the 
solvingg process once it has started. This justifies research towards a uniform in-
terfacee for constraint solvers, as reported for example in [HSG01] and [AM98]. 
AA further problem with cooperation of arbitrary solvers through a unified in-
terfacee is the handling of disjunctions. These have to be handled on the level 
off  the framework in which the solvers cooperate, which then has to implement 
aa search algorithm. If more than one of the cooperating solvers is allowed to 
generatee disjunctions simultaneously, the search space grows faster than with a 
centralizedd branching scheme. This becomes even more problematic if subsets of 
thee constraints are sent to different solvers. Because these subsets likely form 
underconstrainedd problems, the resulting disjunctions will be large. We expect 
thatt this limits the use of such general frameworks to a small number of very 
specificc cases. 

Another,, rather straightforward mode of solver cooperation would be to com-
binee a local search solver and a complete solver for solving optimization problems. 
Thee local search solver will not be able to prove optimality, but each time it finds 
aa better solution, the complete solver can take the updated bound into account to 
prunee parts of the search space that will not improve on this bound. This simple 
branch-and-boundd scheme (see Section 5.9.2) already requires that the complete 
solverr can regularly check on new bounds. A black-box solver may not be able 
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too do so, and the best option then is to restart it, with the additional constraint 
thatt it should improve the best solution found by local search. 

Havingg said this, examples of successful cooperations of largely autonomous 
solverss do exist. In the area of numeric problems, a survey of cooperations of 
symbolicc solvers and interval solvers is presented in [GMB01]. Examples of such 
cooperationn schemes include the following. 

 Symbolic solvers may be able to derive redundant constraints for a given 
problem,, that strengthen the domain reduction when they are combined 
withh the original constraints. The symbolic solver is applied as a prepro-
cessingg step to the branch-and-propagate solving. 

 A dedicated solver for linear constraints checks consistency of the linear 
partt of the problem each time a variable domain is reduced. 

Currentlyy there is also much interest in the combination of constraint solv-
ingg and operations research methods. Because OR methods can deal only with 
specificc classes of CSPs, such as linear programs, the models that can be solved 
byy these methods are typically approximations, or relaxations of combinatorial 
problems.. These relaxations can be solved very efficiently, and the results can 
bee used to improve the efficiency of branch-and-propagate solving. For exam-
ple,, solving a linear relaxation of a problem first may give a good bound for the 
outcomee of an objective function quickly. As another example, in [MvH02b], a 
linearr relaxation of a combinatorial optimization problem is used to partition the 
domainss of variables into two sets, of promising (good) and less promising (bad) 
values.. With n variables, this partitioning gives rise to 2" subproblems, that are 
solvedd in sequence, starting with the subproblem that is composed of only good 
subdomains,, and gradually increasing the number of bad domains in a limited 
discrepancydiscrepancy search fashion (see Section 4.1.2). 

2.4.55 Distributed Constraint Solving 

Insteadd of composing a constraint solver from its constituent parts, it is sometimes 
necessaryy or desirable to distribute the solving process itself. In this case, the 
solverr can be seen as to be composed from a number of cooperating processes. 
Reasonss for doing so may be that the CSP that we want to solve is itself dis-
tributed,, while it is impossible or undesirable to gather all constraints, and apply 
regular,, centralized solving methods. Such problems are commonly referred to as 
distributeddistributed constraint satisfaction problems (DisCSPs). Another way in 
whichh distributed solving can be beneficial is by exploiting parallelism. 

Distribute dd Constraint Propagation 

Distributedd versions of Algorithm 2.1 exists [MR99, MonOOa], which can be used 
too parallelize, or otherwise distribute constraint propagation. Because of the 
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fine-grainedd communication involved, we expect that in general it will be diffi -
cultt to obtain parallel speedup through distributed constraint propagation, but 
thee approach can be justified in the DisCSP case. We return to the subject of 
distributedd constraint propagation in Chapter 9. 

Distribute dd Search 

Yokooo [YokOl] has defined several algorithms for distributed search, specifically 
forr the DisCSP case. The underlying assumption is that the DisCSP variables are 
distributedd among a set of agents, who propose values for their variables to each 
other.. It is highly desirable that such algorithms are asynchronous, i.e., they 
relyy as littl e on synchronization and external coordination as possible, in order 
thatt the agents remain autonomous in the execution of the search algorithms. 

Parallell  Search 

Parallelismm in constraint solving is best exploited by parallel search, i.e., different 
solvers,, running on different processors explore different parts of the search tree 
inn order to reduce the turn-around time. A common issue with parallel processing 
iss to achieve a good load balance, i.e., preventing that some processors become 
idle,, while others do all the work. Because CSP search trees can be irregular and 
unbalanced,, a dynamic load balancing scheme is required. A special issue is how 
too implement parallel optimization, where new bounds for the objective function 
havee to be communicated between the cooperating solvers. Parallel constraint 
solvingg is the subject of Chapter 8. 

2.55 Summary 

Inn this chapter we introduced the subject of constraint solving. In addition to 
thee regular notion of a constraint satisfaction problem, we defined domain types 
andd extended constraint satisfaction problems. Domain types provide a uniform 
modell  for solving constraints on integer, real, and Boolean variables, and allow 
uss to express several properties of the implementation of the domains of such 
variables.. ECSPs augment a CSP with domain type information. They also 
providee the means to distinguish decision variables from auxiliary variables, and 
theyy specify the required precision for solving constraints on the reals. 

Returningg to the central theme of this thesis, as described in Section 1.2, we 
havee now created a framework where a branch-and-propagate constraint solver is 
composedd of the following elements. 

 Domain types from which the domains of logical variables are drawn. 

 Domain reduction functions that enforce constraints. 
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 Functions choose and update that instantiate a generic iteration algorithm 
too specify a scheduler for the domain reduction functions. 

 A domain branching function that specifies how to construct a search tree. 
Thiss typically involves a variable selection strategy and a value selection 
strategy. . 

 A selection function that specifies a traversal strategy. Together, these three 
strategiess form a search strategy. 

InIn addition, to give an idea of what we want to achieve, we gave an informal 
descriptionn in the context of this framework of several composite solvers that are 
usedd in practice. 

Inn the next chapter we will describe our implementation of the formal frame-
workk defined here. In the chapters thereafter, in addition to addressing some 
moree specific research questions, we will evaluate the framework and its imple-
mentationn by composing constraint solvers for various problems. In Chapter 10 
wee will return to our description of existing composite solvers, and discuss what 
hass been achieved, and what questions have been left unanswered. 


